Public Voices Fellowship cohort — 2023-2024

The National Black Child Development Institute (NBCDI) Announces its 2023-2024 cohort of The Public Voices Fellowship on Racial Justice in Early Childhood in partnership with The OpEd Project

(Silver Spring, MD, May 8, 2023) - The National Black Child Development Institute (NBCD) today announced its 2023-2024 cohort of Public Voices Fellows. The Public Voices Fellowship is designed to bring new and diverse voices into racial justice in early childhood conversations and increase thought leadership among women and people of color so that our experiences and voices are included in these important conversations and find just and equitable solutions to these challenges.

The Public Voices Fellowship on Racial Justice in Early Childhood is part of a prestigious national initiative from The OpEd Project to change who writes history. The curriculum explores leadership, knowledge exchange, and empowerment in an unjust world. Fellows will explore building consensus, how ideas spread, when and why minds change, and how ideas can shape the future.
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MORE ABOUT NBCDI AND ITS PARTNERS

The Public Voices Fellowship on Racial Justice in Early Childhood is a partnership with the National Black Child Development Institute (NBCDI), Dr. Iheoma Iruka, The OpEd Project, and Sandra Conway.

- NBCDI is a national nonprofit organization with a mission “to improve and advance the quality of life for Black children and families through education and advocacy.” We approach advocacy and thought leadership around racial justice in early childhood as a movement where we develop narrative and communication strategies to more effectively engage key publics in creating equitable and just solutions for Black children. We work with elected officials, community partners, educators, companies, and advocacy organizations to advocate for NBCDI through their communication channels and networks.

- The OpEd Project is a think tank and leadership organization that expands history by amplifying the ideas and public impact of new and necessary voices, including women of all backgrounds. We are a community of thought leaders, journalists, commentary writers, and activists who proactively share our skills, knowledge, and connections across color, creed, class, age, ability, gender, orientation, and beyond. Through our programs, we elevate the ideas and knowledge of underrepresented expert voices, including women, and accelerate solutions to the world’s biggest problems – problems that cannot be solved justly or sustainably without a diversity of voices, expertise, experience, and identity. We believe the best ideas, regardless of where they come from, should have a chance to be heard and to change the world.
• Dr. Iheoma U. Iruka is a research professor in public policy and founding director of the Equity Research Action Coalition at the Frank Porter Graham Child Development Institute at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. As an award-winning developmental psychologist, Dr. Iruka’s work is centered on the social, economic, health, and psychological well-being of Black children and other children of color through an anti-racist and cultural wealth lens focused on research, practice, and policy. She serves as a senior advisor to the Public Voices Fellowship on Racial Justice in Early Childhood.

• Sandra Wilcox Conway, M.ED; MBA, is a social impact consultant, philanthropist, and activist. Sandra specializes in public education, civic engagement, and women's leadership and combines these skills with a deep knowledge of education in the American South and a passion for history and justice. Her work has been recognized by the Clinton and Obama White House’s for vision and impact. She has worked with The OpEd Project in partnership with The New Generation of African-American Philanthropists (NGAAP), non-profit leaders, and education activists in North Carolina in the past and is honored to support NBCDI and Dr. Iruka in launching The Public Voices Fellowship on Racial Justice in Early Childhood.